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Abstract This paper is dedicated to the effects of plasma density fluctuations in the solar wind on
the relaxation of the electron beams ejected from the Sun. The density fluctuations are supposed to be
responsible for the changes in the local phase velocity of the Langmuir waves generated by the beam
instability. Changes in the wave phase velocity during the wave propagation can be described in terms
of probability distribution function determined by distribution of the density fluctuations. Using these
probability distributions, we describe resonant wave particle interactions by a system of equations, similar
to a well-known quasi-linear approximation, where the conventional velocity diffusion coefficient and the
wave growth rate are replaced by the averaged in the velocity space. It was shown that the process of
relaxation of electron beam is accompanied by transformation of significant part of the beam kinetic energy
to energy of the accelerated particles via generation and absorption of the Langmuir waves. We discovered
that for the very rapid beams with beam velocity vb > 15vt , where vt is a thermal velocity of background
plasma, the relaxation process consists of two well-separated steps. On first step the major relaxation
process occurs and the wave growth rate almost everywhere in the velocity space becomes close to zero
or negative. At the second stage the system remains in the state close to state of marginal stability long
enough to explain how the beam may be preserved traveling distances over 1 AU while still being able to
generate the Langmuir waves.

1. Introduction

For several decades, Langmuir waves have been the subject of intensive studies regarding the solar wind and
in the vicinity of the electron foreshock of Earth and other planets [Kellogg, 2003; Brain, 2004; Soucek et al.,
2009]. Electron beams ejected from the Sun during solar flares are widely accepted to be responsible for the
generation of Langmuir waves via beam-plasma instability [Anderson et al., 1981; Lin et al., 1981]. Early studies
of the process were performed in the source region of Type III solar radio bursts which are among the
strongest radio emissions found within the Solar System. Ginzburg and Zhelezniakov [1958] suggested that the
scattering of Langmuir waves on plasma ions can result in the conversion of the original electrostatic waves
into electromagnetic emissions having a frequency equal to that of the local plasma frequency. Harmonic
emissions (with a frequency of approximately twice the plasma frequency) appear as a result of the
coalescence of two Langmuir waves. The theory of a two-step mechanism for the generation of Type III solar
radio bursts was further refined by many authors [Cairns and Melrose, 1985; Melrose, 1987; Yoon et al., 1994;
Malaspina et al., 2012].

A long-standing theoretical problem corresponds to the question how the electron beam may be
preserved while traveling distances over 1 AU while still being able to generate Langmuir waves. The standard
quasi-linear (QL) theory, which describes the relaxation of the electron beams in a homogeneous plasma
[Vedenov et al., 1962; Drummond and Pines, 1964], considers the interaction of Lungmuir waves with beam
particles under conditions of exact resonance: the phase velocity of the waves should be equal to the velocity
of the electrons. As a result, waves are stated to only grow in the domain of the velocity space where the elec-
tron velocity distribution function has a positive slope. Relaxation finishes when the back reaction of waves
on particles forms a plateau-type distribution and stops wave growth. An application of the QL theory to
conditions of the solar corona indicated that the spatial length for the saturation of beam-plasma instability
was several hundred kilometers [Sturrock, 1964]. Detailed in situ measurements at 1 AU [Anderson et al., 1981;
Lin et al., 1981] have indicated the simultaneous presence of the positive slope for the electron distribution
function and the growth of plasma waves above the background level.
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Zaitsev et al. [1972] considered an additional effect, when generated Langmuir waves can be reabsorbed by
the electrons arriving later. Reabsorption allows a reduction in the energy losses of beam particles, and as a
result, the process of “plateauing” is slowed. However, numerical simulations [Takakura and Shibahashi, 1976]
have demonstrated that the spatial scales of the relaxation are still too small to explain the observations.

One possible explanation may be related to the development of nonlinear wave processes that can limit wave
growth by removing wave energy from the linearly instable region of the velocity space [Papadopoulos et al.,
1974], thereby reducing the back reaction of waves on the beam. In the frame of week turbulence theory
[Sagdeev and Galeev, 1969; Kaplan and Tsytovich, 1973] the process for the electrostatic decay of Langmuir
waves, consisting of the decay of a primary Langmuir wave on a secondary Langmuir wave and an ion sound
wave, was considered. Since a secondary Langmuir wave is far from the resonance with the beam particles,
the wave energy density in the resonance region of the velocity space significantly decreases. Another step
involves the development of strong turbulence. The theory is based on modulation instability and wave col-
lapse [Zakharov, 1972; Papadopoulos et al., 1974; Galeev et al., 1977]. Strong turbulence theory ensures a more
rapid outflow of wave energy from the resonant interaction region. The first semiquantitative models for
type III solar radio bursts in the solar wind from 0.1 to 1 AU were developed on the basis of these models
[Smith et al., 1976].

From the very first measurements on board satellites it was determined that Langmuir waves were not homo-
geneously distributed in space but rather clumped into spikes with peak amplitudes typically 3 orders of
magnitude above the mean level [Gurnett et al., 1978]. Smith and Sime [1979], after analyzing plasma waves in
the source region of solar type III ratio bursts, argued that no evidence existed in the data regarding nonlinear
processes such as a wave collapse or soliton formation and proposed a clumping phenomenon associated
with the presence of density irregularities in plasma. Density irregularities can cause changes in the phase
velocity of Langmuir waves, and, as a result, can lead to a rapid breakdown in the conditions for beam-plasma
instability. If the characteristic spatial scales of the inhomogeneities are comparable with the spatial growth
rate, a wave along its path can consequently pass regions where it can grow and regions where resonance
conditions for wave-particle interactions are violated. As a result, sufficient amplification may only occur along
certain paths where the successive inhomogeneities present allow significant amplification for the formation
of spikes [Muschietti et al., 1985; Melrose et al., 1986; Robinson, 1992].

The spectrum of the density fluctuations in the solar wind have been obtained from the in situ spacecraft
measurements [Neugebauer, 1975] and phase scintillations of the signals transmitted from satellite to Earth
[Woo and Armstrong, 1979] or from an extragalactic source [Coles and Harmon, 1978] already in the seventies.
Celnikier et al. [1983] analyzed data from ISEE propagation experiments and reported that the spectrum in
a frequency range above 10−3 Hz can be adequately described by a two-knee power law, with a breaking
frequency of 0.6 Hz. The low-frequency power law has an averaged spectral index of −1.65 and corresponds
to the Kolmogorov turbulence spectrum. Depending on the local direction of the magnetic field, the spectral
index above the breaking frequency varies within the range of −0.3 to −1 [Celnikier et al., 1987]. Recently, a
similar spectrum was determined on board Cluster [Kellogg and Horbury, 2005] and Artemis [Chen et al., 2012].
The presence of such density fluctuations may have an impact on Langmuir wave propagation and may affect
beam-plasma interaction dynamics [Muschietti et al., 1985; Melrose et al., 1986; Bale et al., 1998; Kellogg et al.,
1999; Malaspina and Ergun, 2008].

A very similar problem related to the interaction of electron beam with a nonhomogeneous plasma was stud-
ied in laboratory plasma. Breizman and Ryutov [1970] considered the case of plasma with a monotonously
increasing/decreasing density profile along the path of beam propagation and indicated that due to changes
in the k vector of Langmuir waves the presence of density inhomogeneity leads to effective outflow for the
wave energy from regions of the velocity space where the waves are primarily generated. As a result, the
efficiency of beam-plasma instability is significantly reduced. For the case of monotonously increasing den-
sity, the beam was also determined to spread not only to lower but also to higher velocities. The outcome
is the formation of a tail of accelerated electrons. Ryutov [1969] proposed a model describing electron beam
relaxation in a plasma with relatively deep density cavities. He argued that if the depth of the potential hole
formed by the cavity is sufficiently deep, wave activity is mainly localized to an area near the bottom of the
well. The k vector of waves undergoes oscillations around zero. For this case, beam instability can be stopped
even when a positive slope on the beam particle velocity distribution occurs [Ryutov, 1969; Voshchepynets and
Krasnoselskikh, 2013]. Nishikawa and Ryutov [1976] considered the development of beam-plasma instability
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in a plasma with weak random density fluctuations. The amplitudes of the density irregularities were thought
to be small enough to exclude possible wave refraction. The angular diffusion of Langmuir waves on density
fluctuations on time scales smaller than the typical growth time were shown to be able to strongly suppress
the beam-plasma instability.

Propagation of the Sun’s electrons in a nonhomogeneous solar wind has been investigated by many authors
in the framework of week turbulence theory [Kontar and Pécseli, 2002; Li et al., 2006; Krasnoselskikh et al., 2007;
Kontar and Reid, 2009; Ziebell et al., 2011; Krafft et al., 2014]. Recent numerical simulations take into account
various effects, including Landau and collisional damping, the reflection of waves on large density gradients,
angular scattering, nonlinear wave processes, expansion of the solar magnetic field from the corona to the
interplanetary space, the generation of the electromagnetic emissions, etc [Reid and Kontar, 2010; Krafft et al.,
2013; Ratcliffe et al., 2014; Reid and Kontar, 2015; Krafft et al., 2015]. These studies confirm that density irreg-
ularities strongly affect the dynamics of beam and plasma wave activity. For a plasma with a monotonously
decreasing density profile similar to heliospheric conditions, electrons ejected from the Sun lose their energy
very slowly, allowing beams to propagate over much longer distances than for the homogeneous case. In
addition, the population of energetic particles was also found to increase during the process of relaxation.
The acceleration of particles is accompanied by a decrease in the level of the wave energy, implying that those
density fluctuations can suppress nonlinear wave processes in a plasma.

The idea that the local growth rate of Langmuir waves in a plasma with random density irregularities can
behave as a random variable was suggested by Robinson [1992]. Stochastic growth theory (SGT) [Robinson
et al., 1993; Robinson, 1995; Cairns and Robinson, 1997] deals with an electron beam that propagates through
the solar wind close to the state of marginal stability. For such a case, the growth rate of waves only depends
on the local characteristics of the plasma. SGT suggests that a significant amplification of waves may only
take place along certain paths that contain many regions where the local growth rates for waves are pos-
itive; thus, the total growth rate characterizing a gain in wave energy should behave in a manner similar
to that of the sum of random variables. By applying the central limit theorem to the sum of growth rates,
SGT predicts a log-normal distribution for the wave amplitudes. Different experimental data registered on
board various spacecraft and in laboratory plasma [Cairns and Robinson, 1999; Cairns and Menietti, 2001; Austin
et al., 2007] have indicated that the observed distributions for Langmuir wave amplitudes are rather similar
to the lognormal distribution. However, a statistical study of the large database on board Cluster satellites
[Krasnoselskikh et al., 2007] unambiguously demonstrated that deviations from the lognormal distribution are
rather significant.

Recently, Voshchepynets et al. [2015] proposed a self-consistent probabilistic model that describes beam-
plasma instability in a plasma with random density fluctuations. In contrast to the model proposed by
Nishikawa and Ryutov [1976], density fluctuations were thought to be high enough to cause changes in the
wave vector, k, in the direction of wave propagation. As a result, the wave phase velocity can change, allowing
the wave to resonantly interact with beam electrons that have different velocities within a quite large range.
An assumption that the phase velocity is a random quantity that obeys a predetermined distribution allows
one to describe the energy exchange between the waves and the beam in terms of an averaged in the velocity
space growth rate of the waves, ⟨𝛾⟩V , and the similarly averaged electron velocity diffusion coefficient, ⟨D⟩V .
The ⟨𝛾⟩V and ⟨D⟩V depend on the form of distribution function for the wave phase velocity that is determined
by the distribution function of the density fluctuations. The model, applied for a case with a normal distribu-
tion for the fluctuations, allowed us to investigate how key parameters of the relaxation process, such as the
energy of particles at the end of relaxation, the saturation level of the wave energy density, and the character-
istic time of the relaxation, depend on the level of density fluctuations and on the initial velocity of the beam.
It is worth noting that the results obtained in the model are in a good agreement with weak turbulence the-
ory. The goal of this work is to determine which type of distribution is the best fit for observed variations in
the solar wind plasma density and how its form affects the beam relaxation process. We shall also compare
the results obtained with those for the normally distributed density fluctuations.

Here we propose a technique for evaluating the distribution function of density fluctuations using density
fluctuations obtained from measurements on board satellites. We used the Pearson technique for classify-
ing different distributions [Pearson, 1895] in order to define the type of distribution corresponding to the
observations. The Pearson classification allows one to obtain an analytical form for the distribution func-
tion of density fluctuations for observed distributions depending on statistical parameters such as the mean,
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the variance, the skewness, and the kurtosis. Using the Pearson distribution type II, we determined the distri-
bution function of wave phase velocities and applied this distribution in our model for beam plasma interac-
tion. Finally, we obtain the results of the numerical simulations of the relaxation of the electron beams having
different beam velocity, thermal spread, and at different levels of the density fluctuations in the plasma under
conditions close to those in the solar wind.

2. Probabilistic Model of Beam Plasma Interaction in Inhomogeneous Plasma

The basic idea behind our model is described in [Voshchepynets et al., 2015]. However, for the sake of
logical completeness, here we present a brief explanation of the model. The density inhomogeneities of the
background plasma with density N0 are stated to have a relatively small amplitude, 𝛿n ≪ N0, and their char-
acteristic scales, lin, (even the smallest) are much larger than the wavelength, 𝜆, of the waves generated by
the beam and propagating in a plasma: lin ≫ 𝜆. Our goal is to describe the process of beam-plasma interac-
tion in inhomogeneous plasma with density fluctuations described by the probability distribution function,
P𝛿n(𝛿n). Here we consider a one-dimensional problem where the Langmuir wave packet generated by the
beam propagates in an inhomogeneous plasma. Assuming the conditions above are satisfied, the propaga-
tion, amplification of the wave amplitudes from the initial noise level, and damping of waves can be described
either using Zakharov’s equation [Zakharov, 1972] for the envelope of an electric field or by means of a
Liouville description for the spectral energy density, W(k, x, t). For our purposes, these two descriptions are
equivalent. Let us begin with the Zakharov’s equation

2i
𝜕E
𝜕t

+ 3𝜔p
𝜕2E
𝜕x2

= 𝜔p
𝛿n
n0

E + �̂�E, (1)

where E(k, x, t) is the electric field amplitude, 𝜔p is the average plasma frequency, 𝜆D is the Debye length, 𝛿n
indicates density fluctuations, and �̂� is an operator describing the local growth/damping rate of waves. The
first two terms on the left-hand side of the equation (1) describe a propagating wave having some frequency
and a wave vector in a homogeneous plasma. The two terms on the right-hand side of the equation (1) are
dependent on random density fluctuations. The equation (1) provides an appropriate dynamic description for
wave field evolution and propagation on relatively small scales, smaller or comparable to the characteristic
scale of variations in density fluctuations. The first term on the right-hand side of the equation (1) describes
variations in the wave vector due to variations in the density. The second term on the right-hand side of the
equation (1) describes wave-particle interactions that vary along the wave path due to changes in the wave
phase velocity.

By considering a simplified model when inhomogeneities can be presented in the form of localized regions
where the density is different from an “averaged background,” the presence of the following characteristic
scales can be identified for our problem: (1) a characteristic scale for the localized inhomogeneity, which we
denote with l, and (2) a sufficiently larger characteristic scale, Lc, where the electric field of the wave can be
considered as “statistically averaged” over a long path with many inhomogeneities. It should include multi-
ple interactions of wave with different groups of particles having velocities equal to the local phase velocity
of wave. In each localized region, the phase velocity of the wave undergoes relatively small variations. Thus,
characterization using a local phase velocity is justified and locally determines the growth/damping rate. The
evolution of the averaged wave amplitude can be characterized by some averaged growth/damping rate
when the wave traverses many localized regions. The short time scale is related to wave dynamics in the
localized region corresponding to the characteristic scale l. On this scale, the evolution of the wave can be
described using a quite precise description. The evolution of the wave is determined by variations of the wave
vector and a change in the wave amplitude due to the presence of an instability or dissipation provided by
wave particle interaction. The approach is similar to the SGT proposed by Robinson et al. [1993] in the sense
that the local growth/damping rate of the waves is a random quantity. However, the SGT does not address how
wave energy is dissipated by particles and how it affects the distribution function of beam generating waves.
The SGT only defines the asymptotic characteristics of wave amplitudes that are independent of the statis-
tics of density fluctuations. Here we refine the SGT by taking into account the statistical properties of density
fluctuations that we characterized using the probability density function. The second important goal of our
study is the description of the relaxation of the beam particles. In other words, here we describe how wave
particle interactions influence the beam and how the process of relaxation depends on the characteristics of
the beam and the statistical characteristics of density fluctuations.
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To apply the statistical approach to our system, below we describe our continuous system, making use of the
procedure of discretization. For the procedure, we replaced the continuous spatial interval with a set of equally
sized subintervals with a length a. The size a is supposed to be much smaller than the characteristic scale for
a change in the electron distribution function. Moreover, it is supposed to be smaller than the characteristic
scale of the density gradient but sufficiently larger than the wavelength of Langmuir waves generated by the
election beam:

𝜆 ≪ a ≪ l.

To proceed further, we select the interval [xin, xin +a] where the density on its ends is known. Then we replace
the density profile by its linear approximation:

N(x) = N0 + 𝛿n(xin) +
𝛿n(xin + a) − 𝛿n(xin)

a
(x − xin),

where 𝛿n(xin) and 𝛿n(xin +a) are deviations of the density from N0 at the borders of subinterval xin and xin +a.
We also assume that a change in the density, Δn = 𝛿n(xin + a) − 𝛿n(xin), for each subinterval satisfies the
condition Δn∕N0 ≪ 1. Now we can consider the problem of wave particle interaction on the interval with the
density profile so determined. We shall consider the interaction of a small amplitude coherent wave, with a
known frequency 𝜔 and an amplitude E𝜔, with a particle, a with known velocity ve on such an interval. These
assumptions allow one to calculate changes in the particle velocity, Δv, and in the wave amplitude, ΔE𝜔, with
necessary degree of accuracy.

We now consider deviations of the plasma density, 𝛿n, from N0 at the ends of the subintervals as random and
independent with a predetermined statistical distribution, P𝛿n(𝛿n). This last distribution uniquely determines
the distribution of the wave phase velocity P𝜔(V). Efficient variations forΔv andΔE𝜔 only occur if the condition
of exact resonance, V = ve, is satisfied inside the selected interval. Change in the velocity of an electron
depends on E𝜔, a phase difference between an electron and a wave, 𝜙, and the wave phase velocity on the
selected subinterval. Without loss of generality, the initial phase 𝜙 can be suggested to be a random variable
with a uniform distribution. Thus, variations in both Δv and ΔE𝜔 on ensemble of subintervals are determined
by the random variables with the known probability distributions. An important additional assumption that
allowed us to solve the statistical problem is an assumption that wave particle interactions on each subinter-
val are independent of wave particle interactions on the previous interval. The result indicates that the process
can be considered to be a series of random and independent interactions, which allows one to describe the
process of beam relaxation in terms of the Markov process. Another simplification that we used is based on
the smallness of the changes in electron velocity: Δv∕ve ≪ 1.

Under such conditions, one can define the probability density function, U(v, t|v0, t0), that determines the
probability U(v, t|v0, t0)dv that a particle having a velocity v0 at a moment of time t0 will have a velocity v after
Q interactions that occur during the time interval t− t0. By suggesting that the number of steps, Q, to be large
enough to justify statistical averaging, the Foker-Planck equation can be used to describe the evolution of
U(v, t|v0, t0), as follows:

𝜕U(v, t|v0, t0)
𝜕t

= − 𝜕

𝜕v
A(v)U(v, t|v0, t0) +

𝜕2

𝜕v2
B(v)U(v, t|v0, t0), (2)

where A(v) and B(v) are drift and diffusion coefficients that indicate the averaged characteristics for variations
in the velocity and its dispersion:

A(v) =
⟨Δv⟩
Δt

, B(v) = 1
2
⟨Δv2⟩
Δt

.

To obtain the drift and diffusion coefficients, the change in velocity that an electron undergoes within subin-
terval a should be estimated, as described above. Time averaging should then be replaced by the average
over the ensemble, which allows calculation of the averaged characteristic variation, ⟨Δv⟩, and the disper-
sion, ⟨Δv2⟩ of the particle’s velocity. The averaging means averaging over phase 𝜙 and over phase velocity
of the wave that are supposed to be the random variables with the known distributions P𝜙(𝜙) and P𝜔(V),
respectively. As discussed before, it is reasonable to assume that 𝜙 is uniformly distributed within the interval
[0, 2𝜋], while P𝜔(V) can be determined using the distribution of the density fluctuations. To obtain an
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equation describing an evolution of an electron distribution function, f (v, t), one should integrate U(v, t|v0, t0)
multiplied on f (v0, t0) over v0, where f (v0, t0) is the electron distribution function at a moment t0.

Following substitution of ⟨Δv⟩ and ⟨Δv2⟩, equation (2) can be written as follows [Voshchepynets et al., 2015]:

𝜕f
𝜕t

= 2𝜋2e2W
m2𝜔

𝜕

𝜕v
vP𝜔(v)

𝜕f
𝜕v

, (3)

where e is the electron charge, m is the electron mass, W = E2∕(8𝜋) is the wave energy density, and f (v, t) is
normalized to one. The next step consists of considering a spectrum of waves with different frequencies. For
the sake of simplicity and without losing generality in the description, we considered it to be composed of a
set of discretized equidistant frequencies,𝜔i. To describe the interaction of the beam using several monochro-
matic waves with frequencies, 𝜔i , and energy densities, Wi, the contribution of each wave in equation (3)
should be summed.

To study the evolution of wave energy density, one can use the fact that on each subinterval, a, the change
in wave energy density for any wave, Wi, is equal to a change in the total energy density of the electrons
involved in a resonant wave-particle interaction taken with an opposite sign. By assuming that the change in
Wi after passing one subinterval is small, ΔWi∕Wi ≪ 1, one can use ⟨Δv⟩ and ⟨Δv2⟩ in order to characterize
the averaged change in particle energy. Using this approach allows one to derive an equation for the variation
of Wi over a larger (statistical) scale:

dWi

dt
= 𝜋𝜔p0

nb

N0
Wi

∞

∫
0

V2 𝜕f
𝜕V

P𝜔i
(V)dV, (4)

where nb is the density of the electron beam. For a homogenous plasma, there are no variations in the wave
phase velocity and P𝜔(V) may be replaced by the Dirac delta function. For such a case, equation (4) takes
a form similar to the corresponding equation in QL theory [Vedenov et al., 1962]. The wave’s growth rate, 𝛾 ,
only depends on the value of the derivative of the electron distribution function at a single point within the
velocity space. The presence of density fluctuations leads to variations in the wave’s phase velocity, and as a
result, the wave can resonantly interact with different parts of the electron distribution function on different
subintervals. Integration into equation (4) corresponds to the procedure of averaging the local growth rate 𝛾 .

Equations (3) and (4) allows one to describe beam-plasma interactions in the presence of random density fluc-
tuations. Here the reader should note that the system conserves the total energy of particles and waves. Key
parameters of the model are the probability distribution function of the wave phase velocity, P𝜔i

(V), derived
from the probability distributions of the density fluctuations, P𝛿n(𝛿n).

3. The Probability Distribution Functions of Density Fluctuations and Wave
Phase Velocities

To obtain a probability distribution for density fluctuations, a time series should be constructed that has the
same statistical properties as data collected by satellites. For this purpose, we divided the spectrum of the
density fluctuations over a frequency range of 10−2 Hz to 102 Hz into 104 equally sized intervals and calculated
the series in which the coefficients were equal to the square root of the power spectrum multiplied by the
width of the interval: Ai =

√
W(fi) ⋅ Δf . We used the spectrum similar to spectrum obtained by Celnikier et al.

[1983] with spectral index of−0.9 below the break and a breaking frequency of 0.6 Hz. To obtain the time series
of the density fluctuations with a higher time resolution, we have extended the spectrum obtained by Celnikier
et al. [1983] up to 102 Hz. For conditions of a quiet solar wind, the lowest frequency (10−2 Hz) corresponds
to density variations with a spatial scale of approximately 3 ⋅ 106𝜆D, which is comparable to the length of
relaxation for an electron beam within a homogeneous plasma. The highest frequency corresponds to density
variations with a spatial scale of approximately 300𝜆D. At such scale, the gain of the wave energy produced by
resonant interaction with a typical electron beam is approximately about the noise level [Voshchepynets et al.,
2015]. To obtain the growth of waves up to a level significantly larger than the noise level, one should consider
density fluctuations with larger spatial scales. To exclude small scale fluctuations, we set all coefficients that
corresponded to the spectrum within the frequency domain above 10 Hz equal to zero.

To obtain synthetic density profiles corresponding to these spectra, the above described series can be used
as follows: n(t) =

∑
i Ai cos(2𝜋fit + 𝜙i), where 𝜙i is a random phase with a uniform distribution from 0 to 2𝜋.
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Figure 1. A synthetic time series of density fluctuations reconstructed from the spectrum [Celnikier et al., 1987]
(the blue curve) and corresponding variation of the wave phase velocity (the green curve).

In Figure 1, the reconstructed time series for the density fluctuations is shown. As a Langmuir wave propagates
through a plasma with a varying density, the frequency of the wave remains approximately constant. If spatial
variations for the density fluctuations are slow [Kellogg et al., 1999], conservation of the frequency implies that
the k vector of the wave will change by satisfying the dispersion relationship. Changes in the k vector result in
variations in the phase velocity of the wave (the green line in Figure 1). As one can notice, even small variations
in the plasma density may lead to significant changes in the wave phase velocity.

To obtain a probability distribution function for density fluctuations, we used Ks = 3500 synthetic data sam-
ples, each 100 s in duration. For each sample, we used 6400 equidistant points corresponding to a sampling
frequency of approximately 60 Hz. This frequency corresponds to a spatial resolution of approximately 500𝜆D.
At such scales, variations in the phase velocity are negligible in comparison to the initial phase velocity. On
the other hand, the spatial intervals are large enough to provide sufficient energy exchange between waves
and beam electrons [Voshchepynets et al., 2015].

Following normalization for all of the data samples using standard deviations, 𝜎, we built a set of histograms
for the density fluctuations using Kb —50 bins spaced between −5𝜎 and 5𝜎. A histogram, averaged over all
of the Ks ensembles, is provided in Figure 2 (blue curve). The obtained distribution was characterized using
the averaged Pearson moments 𝛽1 = 2 ⋅ 10−6 and 𝛽2 = 2.86. According to the Pearson classification [Pearson,
1895], the distribution corresponded to a Type II Pearson distribution. This distribution is described by a sym-
metric 𝛽 function and depends on the following three parameters: the mean, the standard deviation, and the
kurtosis. It is worth noting that the distribution is very close to the normal distribution which is characterized
by 𝛽1 = 0 and 𝛽2 = 3 [Tikhonov, 1982; Podladchikova et al., 2003].

To evaluate the goodness of fit for of each distribution, we used the 𝜒2 statical test [Bendat and Piersol, 2000;
Krasnoselskikh et al., 2007]. The 𝜒2 test basically consists of an assumption that if data is distributed according
to a predicted distribution function the normalized error of fit, X2, is a random variable that follows a 𝜒2

𝜈

distribution with 𝜈 = Kb − Kf − 1, where 𝜈 is the number of free parameters in the 𝜒2
𝜈

distribution and Kf is
the number of free parameters in the fitted function. Thus, one can use the 𝜒2 test to test a hypothesis that
the data under consideration follows a given distribution function based on a comparison of the value of X2

with the percentage, 𝜒2
𝜈,𝛼

, for the chi-square distribution, 𝜒2
𝜈

, for a chosen significance level, 𝛼 [Bendat and
Piersol, 2000].

To obtain the required parameters for the Pearson type II distribution, we calculated the first four moments
of the time series. Figure 2 provides a comparison of a distribution obtained using synthetic data with
the Pearson type II distribution (green asterisks) and the normal distribution (red asterisks). As shown, the
distribution for the density fluctuations is close to the normal distribution, but small deviations occur and are
clearly identifiable. For a distribution function of Kb = 10, the normalized error of the fit X2 for the normal
distribution case is equal to 2.98. Thus, a hypothesis that the density fluctuation distribution obeys a normal
distribution cannot be rejected at a significance level of 95%. On the other hand, for the Pearson Type II
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Figure 2. A distribution function for the amplitudes of the density fluctuations. The blue line corresponds to the
averaged distribution function obtained from the synthetic time series of the density variation. All of the time series was
normalized to its standard deviation, 𝜎. Red and green asterisks correspond to the distribution functions obtained from
the Pearson type II and the normal probability distribution functions, respectively. Parameters of the fitting probability
distribution functions were calculated from synthetic data.

distribution case, X2=0.14, indicating that the hypothesis that distribution of density fluctuations follow,
this distribution cannot be rejected at a level of significance above 99.99%. Therefore, one can conclude that
the distribution indeed corresponds to a type II Pearson distribution.

We take into account that for a wave with a given frequency, 𝛿n and V are functionally related by the dispersion
equation. Thus, using the obtained P𝛿n(𝛿n), the probability distribution function of the wave phase velocity
P𝜔(V) can be calculated (see Appendix A for details). Figure 3 provides examples of P𝜔(V) for a wave with
V = 7vt (in homogeneous plasma), where vt is the thermal velocity of the background plasma, for cases with
different levels of density fluctuations, ⟨𝛿n2⟩1∕2∕N0 (shown with colors). Solid lines correspond to the P𝜔(V)
obtained from the Pearson type II distribution of the density fluctuations, while dashed lines correspond to
P𝜔(V) calculated from the normal distribution. As indicated, both types of P𝛿n(𝛿n) result in a similar form for the
probability distribution function of the wave phase velocity. In both cases, P𝜔(V) shows a similar behavior with
an increasing level of density fluctuations. An increase in the magnitude of the density fluctuations causes
wider broadening in the probability distribution function within the velocity space. A deviation in distribu-
tion of density fluctuations from the normal distribution mainly consists of the presence of a higher amount

Figure 3. Examples of the probability distribution functions, P𝜔(V), for various fluctuation levels. P𝜔(V)dV is the
probability that a wave with a ratio of 𝜔∕k0 = 7vt will have a phase velocity V at a given interval. P𝜔 was normalized to
one using: ∫ ∞

0 P𝜔(V)dV = 1. Colors that correspond to the various fluctuation levels are as follows: ⟨𝛿n2⟩1∕2∕N0 = 0.005,
red; ⟨𝛿n2⟩1∕2∕N0 = 0.01, blue; ⟨𝛿n2⟩1∕2∕N0 = 0.015, green; and ⟨𝛿n2⟩1∕2∕N0 = 0.02, magenta. Solid lines correspond to
density fluctuations obtained using the Pearson type II distribution and the dashed line to density fluctuations obtained
using the normal distribution.
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of fluctuations with amplitudes within the range of 0.3𝜎 < |𝛿n|<2.5𝜎. These fluctuations cause significant
changes in the wave phase velocity. As a result, P𝜔(V), for a case of density fluctuations with the non-Gaussian
distribution, is characterized by wider broadening of the resonance region. Thus, for this case, the effects
of density inhomogeneities in the plasma on the electron beam relaxation process will be more important.
However, the difference between P𝜔(V), corresponding to the Gaussian and non-Gaussian distributions of the
density fluctuations, decrease with an increase in the level of the density fluctuations, ⟨𝛿n2⟩1∕2∕N0. When it
reaches a level of approximately 2% or is larger than this level (the green and magenta lines in Figure 3), no
significant difference occurred between the probability distribution functions of phase velocity for normal
and more realistic (for solar wind conditions) distributions of density fluctuations.

4. The Growth Rate of Waves

To evaluate the effects of density fluctuations on the wave generation, we compare wave growth rates
obtained in the framework of different approaches. In QL theory, the growth rate can be written as follows:

𝛾 = 𝜋
nb

N0

(
v2 𝜕f (v)

𝜕v

)
v=𝜔∕k

, (5)

where the distribution function f (v) is normalized to 1. QL theory considers only resonant interaction between
waves and particles. As a result, waves grow in region of the phase space where f (v) has a positive slope and
decay in region where the derivative of the electron distribution function is negative.

Using the probability distribution function of the wave phase velocity, the averaged growth rate of a wave
can be calculated as follows [Voshchepynets et al., 2015]:

⟨𝛾(𝜔i)⟩ = 𝜋
nb

N0

∞

∫
0

V2 𝜕f
𝜕V

P𝜔i
(V)dV. (6)

Averaging is used to account for the effects of density inhomogeneities in the plasma on wave evolution. In a
homogeneous plasma, waves with a frequency, 𝜔i, will have a uniquely determined phase velocity, Vi = 𝜔i∕ki

and P𝜔i
(V) = 𝛿(V − Vi) where 𝛿 is the Dirac delta function. Density fluctuations cause variations of k along

the path of wave propagation. As a result, the phase velocity of a wave changes following changes in the
plasma density. Waves can resonantly interact with different parts of the electron distribution function, and
the growth rate at some points in the velocity space can be negative (which is really damping), despite the
fact that the slope of the distribution function is positive.

In our simulations, we use a set of 2000 waves with uniformly distributed phase velocities, Vi, in the range from
3vt to 40vt , in order to construct ⟨𝛾(𝜔i)⟩ as a function of the wave frequency. Figure 4 (left) provides examples
of ⟨𝛾(𝜔i)⟩ for various levels of the density fluctuations, obtained by making use equation (6). The black curve
corresponds to the wave growth rate obtained from the QL approximation using equation (5). To this end, we
use a Gaussian distribution with beam velocity vb = 6vt and beam thermal velocity Δvb = 0.5vt as the initial
velocity distribution function for beam electrons.

An increase in the level of density fluctuations, ⟨𝛿n2⟩1∕2∕N0, leads to a decrease in the maximum wave growth
rate. Even fluctuations with a small amplitude, ⟨𝛿n2⟩1∕2 = 0.005N0, (blue curve in Figure 4) result in a sub-
stantial reduction in ⟨𝛾(𝜔i)⟩. Thus, one should expect that the characteristic time of the growth of a wave
significantly increases in a plasma with random density fluctuations. Another notable effect is a shift in the
maximum growth rate in the velocity space toward lower phase velocities. The shift is accompanied by a
decrease of the region where the growth rate is positive. As a result, an increase in the level of density
fluctuations reduces the volume of the velocity space where waves could grow efficiently.

Another important parameter that causes a change in the growth rate is the beam thermal dispersion,Δvb, or
the width of the electron velocity distribution function. Figure 4 (right) provides the examples of 𝛾 obtained
from the QL approximation for beams with the same vb for different values of the thermal dispersion, Δvb. As
expected, an increase in the thermal dispersion of the beam results in a decrease in the maximum growth rate.
From equation (5), for the case of a Gaussian distribution of electrons, the simple relationship between 𝛾 and
Δvb could be determined. The well-known relationship for kinetic beams, 𝛾 ∼ (vb∕Δvb)2, remains valid for our
case. Here it is worth noting that a change in the thermal dispersion of a beam does not lead to a change in
the region of the velocity space where waves can grow.
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Figure 4. (left) Examples of the growth rate of waves for the various fluctuation levels. Different colors that correspond
to the different levels are as follows : ⟨𝛿n2⟩1∕2∕N0 = 0.005, blue; ⟨𝛿n2⟩1∕2∕N0 = 0.01, green; ⟨𝛿n2⟩1∕2∕N0 = 0.02, cyan;
and ⟨𝛿n2⟩1∕2∕N0 = 0.04, magenta. Black line corresponds to the growth rate obtained in the QL approximation for a
case of a homogeneous plasma. The driven beam has a Gaussian velocity distribution with vb = 6vt and Δvb = 0.5vt .
(right) The growth rate of waves in the QL approximation obtained for the different thermal velocities of the beam. The
black line corresponds to Δvb = 0.5vt , the blue line corresponds to Δvb = 1vt , and the red line corresponds to
Δvb = 2vt . For all cases vb = 10vt . All results are provided for a ratio of nb∕N0 = 10−5.

5. The Evolution of Langmuir Waves

To study the interaction of an electron beam with Langmuir waves in a plasma with density fluctuations, we
used equations (3) and (4). All of our results are provided for parameters relevant to solar Type III electron
beams and a background plasma at 1 AU [Ergun et al., 1998]: N0 ≈ 5×106 m−3,𝜔p∕2𝜋 ≈ 20 kHz, nb∕N0 ≈ 10−5,
and 𝜆D ≈ 15 m. For this study we performed numerical simulations of the system using equations (3) and (4).
To solve the system we applied a Leapfrog method. We used Simpson’s rule in order to obtain the integration
in equation (4).

To evaluate the importance of the non-Gaussian form for a distribution of density fluctuations on the
generation of Langmuir waves, we compare results obtained from our stimulations with those obtained using
normal distribution of density fluctuations [Voshchepynets et al., 2015]. Figure 5 (left) provides the evolution of
the total energy density of waves, Wt =

∑
Wi , generated by an electron beam with an initial Gaussian velocity

distribution function for vb = 6vt and Δvb = 1vt . The level of the density fluctuations ⟨𝛿n2⟩1∕2∕N0 was chosen
to be 0.005. The energy density obtained for the Gaussian distribution of the density fluctuations is shown
in blue, while the energy density for the Pearson type II distribution is shown in red. For this study, the term
(3∕2)(vt∕vb)2 that corresponds to the thermal effects in the nonlinear dispersion relationship for Langmuir
waves [Krafft et al., 2013] is significantly larger than the term, (1∕2)(⟨𝛿n2⟩1∕2∕N0), related to density fluctua-
tions. Thus, one can expect that the influence of the density fluctuation on the process of wave generation
will be rather low. For both cases, Wt shows dynamics similar to those for a homogeneous plasma, namely, the
energy density of the waves increases with time, until it reaches a plateau. However, the presence of even small
amplitude fluctuations reduces the saturation level of the waves. In stimulations, saturation occurs when the
total energy of the waves approximately reaches 15% of the initial energy of the beam, while conventional
QL theory predicts saturation at a level of approximately 67% [Vedenov et al., 1962].

The results, obtained for a beam with vb =10vt andΔvb =1vt , and a density fluctuation level ⟨𝛿n2⟩1∕2∕N0 =0.02,
are provided in Figure 5 (middle). For this case, the term proportional to (3∕2)(vt∕vb)2 is slightly above the
term (1∕2)(⟨𝛿n2⟩1∕2∕N0). Thus, the presence of density fluctuations should have a more sufficient effect on
the evolution of waves. As for a previous study, the energy density of waves initially increases with time until it
reaches a maximum. Afterward, the wave energy density, Wt , begins to decrease. A decay in wave energy can
be explained in terms of resonant broadening [Bian et al., 2014]. Since density fluctuations lead to variations
in the phase velocity of a waves, the very same wave can resonantly interact with different parts of the
electron distribution function. If a wave spends more time in the region of the velocity space where the
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Figure 5. Evolution for the total energy density of waves, Wt , for different levels of density fluctuations and different
parameters for the driven beams. Blue lines correspond to density fluctuations with a normal distribution while red lines
correspond to fluctuations that obey the Pearson type II distribution. (left) ⟨𝛿n2⟩1∕2∕N0 = 0.005, vb = 6vt , Δvb = 1vt .
(middle) ⟨𝛿n2⟩1∕2∕N0 = 0.02, vb = 10vt , Δvb = 1vt . (right) ⟨𝛿n2⟩1∕2∕N0 = 0.03, vb = 16vt , Δvb = 1vt . Figure 5 provide the
wave energy density with respect to the corresponding initial energy density of the beam, Eb0.

velocity distribution function has a negative slope, it will provide more energy to particles than it can gain
by being in a region where the derivative of f (v) is positive. As a result, the decay of wave energy density is
associated with the acceleration of some parts of the electrons. In this study, we determined quite unusual
dynamics for the system. After a short intensive decrease in the wave energy density, the system achieved a
state of relative stability. During this period, Wt decays slightly. The period of stability is followed by another
period of intense decay. For the case of a Gaussian distribution of density fluctuations, the wave energy den-
sity initially grows faster. At the same time, for the case of non-Gaussian distribution, the waves loose their
energy more rapidly.

Figure 5 (right) provides results for a beam with vb = 16vt and Δvb = 1vt . The level of the density fluctua-
tions is 3%. The study corresponds to a situation where the term (1∕2)(⟨𝛿n2⟩1∕2∕N0) is sufficiently larger than
(3∕2)(vt∕vb)2. Under such conditions, processes of growth and decay are completely determined by den-
sity irregularities. The wave energy density increases in the beginning, however, the growth takes a longer
amount of time, and the absorption of wave energy by electrons is significantly stronger. Making use of the
non-Gaussian distribution of the density fluctuations leads to a slight increase in the time of wave energy
growth and to a decrease of the time of the decay. Also, it leads to a decrease in maximum of the energy
density of waves attained during the growth phase and the level of energy density obtained at the end
of relaxation.

The maximum level of energy generated by the Langmuir wave electron beams depends on the level of den-
sity fluctuations. Figure 6 (left) provides the maximum in total wave energy density that was reached during
the relaxation process, Wmax, as a function of ⟨𝛿n2⟩1∕2∕N0. Here we present the results of simulations for beams
with different beam velocities (shown with various colors) and different beam thermal dispersions (shown
with various symbols). A noted characteristic for all of the cases is that an increase in the level of density fluctu-
ations leads to a decrease in Wmax. However, the initial thermal dispersion of the beam reduces effects related
to the density fluctuations. For a case with slow and wide beams (vb < 10vt and Δvb > vt), the presence of
density fluctuations in a plasma does not cause any notable effects. For fast beams with velocities larger than
10vt , the change in the initial thermal beam dispersion does not lead to any substantial change in the results.
For all cases, an increase in ⟨𝛿n2⟩1∕2∕N0 results in a significant decrease in the maximum total energy density
of the Langmuir waves.

To estimate the dependence of the wave growth efficiency on the level of density fluctuations and the param-
eters of the driven beam, we introduced the following quantity that characterizes the average time for the
growth of waves: 𝛾ef = log(Wmax∕Win)∕tgr where Win and Wmax indicate the initial and maximum values of the
total wave energy density, respectively, and tgr is the time during which the energy density of waves grows
from Win to Wmax. Figure 6 (right) shows 𝛾ef as a function of ⟨𝛿n2⟩1∕2∕N0 obtained in simulations having beams
with different vb andΔvb. As seen in Figure 6, beams with a large initial thermal dispersionΔvb ≥ 3vt generate
waves less efficiently than narrow beams (with Δvb ≤ vt). A decrease in 𝛾ef, was obtained using an increase in
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Figure 6. (left) The maximum for wave total energy density, Wmax, reached during the relaxation process and (right) the
effective growth rate of waves as a function of the level of density fluctuations. Wmax is provided with respect to the
energy density of the background plasma. Win and tgr in Figure 6 (right) represent the initial total energy density of
waves and the period of time, over which the wave energy density has grown from Win to Wmax, respectively. Results
are provided for various parameters of the beam. Colors that correspond to the various velocities of the beam are as
follows: vb = 6vt , blue; vb = 10vt , red; and vb = 16vt , magenta. Different marks that correspond to various thermal
dispersions of the beam are as follows: Δvb = 0.5vt , asterisk; Δvb = 1vt , circle; and Δvb = 3vt , diamond.

the level of the density fluctuations. However, the increase in thermal dispersion for the beam reduces effects
related to the density fluctuations. On the other hand, when the level of the density fluctuations is quite high,⟨𝛿n2⟩1∕2∕N0 ≫ Δvb∕vb, there is no notable difference in 𝛾ef corresponded to beams with a different Δvb. For
these cases, the efficiency of wave growth is significantly reduced by effects caused by density fluctuations.

Figure 7 (left) provides the time of growth for the wave energy, tgr, as a function of the level of density
fluctuations. The results are for simulations with electrons beams having beam velocities in the range of
10vt to 20vt , and the initial thermal beam velocities in the range of 0.5vt to 3vt . For all of these beams

Figure 7. A characteristic time for growth, tgr, and a characteristic time for decay, tdec, for the total energy density of
waves as a function of the level of the density fluctuation. Different colors that correspond to different beam velocities
are as follows: vb = 10vt , red; vb = 12vt , cyan; vb = 16vt , magenta; and vb = 20vt , black. Different marks correspond to
various initial thermal dispersions of the beam (the same as for Figure 6).
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(vt∕vb)2 ≤⟨𝛿n2⟩1∕2∕(3N0). Thus, the presence of density fluctuations plays a crucial role in the process of wave
generation. For all of the considered cases, an increase in the ⟨𝛿n2⟩1∕2∕N0 leads to an increase in tgr. The results
were expected since we already knew that an increase in the density fluctuation level leads to a decrease in
the effective growth rate. Under a condition of ⟨𝛿n2⟩1∕2∕N0 ≫ Δvb∕vb, tgr linearly depends on changes in⟨𝛿n2⟩1∕2∕N0 with a coefficient of approximately one.

We indicated that density fluctuations may cause a decay in the energy density of waves. The process becomes
important when ⟨𝛿n2⟩1∕2∕(N0) is large enough to strongly affect the nonlinear dispersion relationship for
Langmuir waves. Characteristic times for the decay of the wave energy density, tdec, are shown in Figure 7
(right). We designate tdec as the time interval between the moment in time when Wt achieves its maximum,
and the moment in time when Wt decreases to a level of Wmax∕2. As can be determined, all of the results can
be separated into the following two classes: (1) While the initial thermal dispersion of an electron beam is rel-
atively large Δvb∕vb ∼ ⟨𝛿n2⟩1∕2∕N0, an increase in the level of density fluctuations leads to a decrease in the
time of decay. The result indicates that the increase in ⟨𝛿n2⟩1∕2∕N0 makes the process for the absorption of
waves by electrons from the tail of the distribution more efficient. (2) The inequality Δvb∕vb ≪ ⟨𝛿n2⟩1∕2∕N0

indicates that the region in the phase space, where waves can effectively interact with beam electrons, is
almost completely determined by the level of density fluctuations. For this case, an increase in the ⟨𝛿n2⟩1∕2∕N0

results in the linear growth of the tdec.

6. Evolution of the Electron Velocity Distribution Function

In the following section we consider the influence of density fluctuations on dynamics and the evolution of
the electron velocity distribution function. First, we compare the process of relaxation for cases with different
distributions for the density fluctuations. Figure 8 provides snapshots of the electron distribution function,
f (v), at different moments of time. Blue curves indicate simulations with density fluctuations described by a
Gaussian distribution. Electron distribution functions obtained from simulations employing a non-Gaussian
distribution for density irregularities are shown in red.

Figure 8 (top row) provide the relaxation for beams with a beam velocity vb = 6vt and an initial thermal
dispersion Δvb = vt . The level of density fluctuations is 0.005. The evolution for the total energy density of
waves corresponding to this study was provided in Figure 5 (left). The distribution function provides a
behavior typical of a homogeneous plasma: relaxation runs toward lower velocities and stops with plateau
formation. No accelerated particles are observed. As shown, for both the Gaussian and non-Gaussian density
fluctuation distributions, the results are very similar.

Figure 8 (middle row) provide results obtained for beams with a vb = 10vt , aΔvb = vt , and ⟨𝛿n2⟩1∕2∕N0 = 0.02.
As stated previously, relaxation mainly evolves toward lower velocities. However, the process of relaxation is
slowed as compared to a case with a smaller ⟨𝛿n2⟩1∕2∕N0. Moreover, the number of particles with velocities
larger than the initial vb significantly increased during the process of relaxation. Energy transfer to energetic
particles is possible, due to resonance broadening. In the case with the Gaussian distribution of the density
fluctuations the relaxation runs faster than in the case with non-Gaussian distribution. However, at the end of
relaxation no substantial difference between the two cases was determined.

Results provided in Figure 8 (bottom row) correspond to simulations with beams having an initial beam veloc-
ity 16vt and a thermal velocity vt . The level of density fluctuations is ⟨𝛿n2⟩1∕2∕N0 = 0.03. Under such initial
conditions, density fluctuations play a very important role in the process of relaxation. Here two aspects
should be emphasized: (1) Even after passing a time above 80 ⋅ 104𝜋∕𝜔p, the electron velocity distribution
function still contains a region with a small but positive slope. (2) The efficiency of the acceleration mecha-
nism significantly increased: particles with velocities larger than 30vt are seen in the distribution function. As
previously mentioned, relaxation runs faster when the Gaussian distribution is used for density fluctuations.

To evaluate the efficiency of the acceleration process, we calculated the energy of accelerated particles, i.e.,
particles with velocities higher than vb + 3Δvb, at the end of the relaxation process. Figure 9 (left) provides
the ratio of the energy of accelerated electrons, Ea, to the initial energy of the beam, Eb0, as a function of the
level of density fluctuations. Here we present results obtained from simulations for beams having different
initial beam velocities (vb = 6vt , vb = 10vt , and vb = 16vt) and different thermal dispersions (Δvb = 0.5vt ,
Δvb = vt , and Δvb = 3vt). An increase in the level of the density fluctuations leads to an increase in the
energy of accelerated particles. Under a condition of (vt∕vb)2 ≤ ⟨𝛿n2⟩1∕2∕(3N0), even density fluctuations with
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Figure 8. An evolution for electron velocity distribution functions. The core distribution that corresponds to cold
electrons of the background plasma was not considered. The dimensionless electron distribution function was
normalized to one. Each plot provides a snapshot of the electron distribution function at different moments of time.
Colors that correspond to simulations with various distributions for the density fluctuations are as follows: blue, the
normal distribution, and red, the Pearson type II distribution. Results were obtained for various parameters of the beam
and levels of the density fluctuation. (top row) ⟨𝛿n2⟩1∕2∕N0 = 0.005; vb = 6vt ; and Δvb = vt . (middle row)⟨𝛿n2⟩1∕2∕N0 = 0.02; vb = 10vt ; and Δvb = vt . (bottom row) ⟨𝛿n2⟩1∕2∕N0 = 0.03; vb = 16vt ; and Δvb = vt .

a small amplitude cause a significant acceleration for electrons. For instance, for the case of a beam with a
beam velocity vb = 16vt (shown with magenta curves), the energy of accelerated particles reached a level of
approximately 60% of Eb0, even for cases for which the level of density fluctuations is quite small (e.g., 0.005).
It is worth noting that the increase in initial thermal dispersion of the beam noticeably reduces the efficiency
of the acceleration mechanism.

Figure 9 (right) provides the thermal dispersion, ⟨(vb − v)2⟩1∕2, of the electron velocity distribution function
over the range of velocities v > vb at the end of relaxation as a function of the level of density fluctuations.
As previously mentioned, for slow and wide beams (with vb < 10vt and Δvb > vt) the effect of density fluctu-
ations on the acceleration of particles is negligible. For fast beams with beam velocities larger than 10vt , the
presence of density fluctuations in the plasma results in a significant increase in thermal dispersion at the end
of the relaxation process. For instance, a beam that initially has a Δvb = 0.5vt and a vb = 16vt (the magenta
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Figure 9. (left) The energy, Ea , for accelerated particles and the thermal dispersion of the beam at the end of relaxation,
and (right) ⟨(vb − v)2⟩, as a function of the density fluctuation level. Eb0 is the initial energy of the beam electrons.
Colors and marks correspond to the various initial beam velocities and the thermal dispersions of the beam (the same
as in Figure 6).

line marked with asterisks) has a thermal dispersion above 5vt once relaxation stopped. As shown, for a con-
dition of Δvb∕vb ≪ ⟨𝛿n2⟩1∕2∕N0, no substantial difference was determined in simulations with beams having
a different initial Δvb.

7. Two-Stage Relaxation

As previously discussed, when the level of density fluctuations is high enough to strongly affect the nonlinear
dispersion relationship of Langmuir waves, the electron velocity distribution function can preserve a region
in velocity space with a positive slope during a period of time above 80 ⋅104𝜋∕𝜔p. Figure 10 (left) provides the
distribution function at two different moments of time, t1 = 106𝜋∕𝜔p (marked in blue) and t2 = 50 ⋅ 108𝜋∕𝜔p

(marked in red). The beam initially had a velocity vb = 20vt and a thermal dispersion Δvb = vt . The level
for density fluctuations is 0.04. As shown, following the major phase of the relaxation process, instability still
occurs at some marginal level and relaxation becoming very slow. As the distribution function evolves to form
a plateau, the number of energetic particles increases. However, relaxation occurs very slowly, hundreds of
times slower than during the major phase of relaxation. Based on a rough estimate of the growth rate for this
“marginal” instability, we concluded that the distribution function is able to maintain a region with a positive
gradient even for a time period above 1010𝜋∕𝜔p.

After analyzing the data obtained in the simulations using different values of vb, Δvb, and ⟨𝛿n2⟩1∕2∕N0, we
determined a simple criteria that indicates the end of the active stage: the maximum growth rate of waves⟨𝛾⟩ becomes smaller than 25 ⋅ 10−9𝜔p∕𝜋. Therefore, a significant increase in the amplitude of waves in this
stage requires a very long time interval (above ⟨𝛾⟩−1). It is evident from our results that an important criteria
for the applicability of a conventional QL-type relaxation: 𝛾Lc∕vb ≫ Λ, where Λ is Coulomb logarithm, is
not applicable in this case. As a result, it is difficult to determine whether or not this stage of relaxation can
be correctly described by any model because small external factors that we did not take into account could
completely change our interpretation.

Figure 10 (right) provides two examples of distribution functions that satisfy these criteria ⟨𝛾⟩ ≤ 25⋅10−9𝜔p∕𝜋.
Both results were obtained for a beam with vb = 16vt and Δvb = vt . The blue curve indicates the electron
velocity distribution function at t = 4 ⋅ 105𝜋∕𝜔p for a case of ⟨𝛿n2⟩1∕2∕N0 = 0.01. One can see that under
a condition of v2

t ∕v2
b ≥ ⟨𝛿n2⟩1∕2∕(3N0), the first stage of relaxation results in the formation of a plateau in

the range of velocities less than vb. The red curve is f (v) for a case of ⟨𝛿n2⟩1∕2∕N0 = 0.04 at a moment in
time of approximately 106𝜋∕𝜔p. Despite the fact that for both cases the maximum ⟨𝛾⟩ is equal, for a case
with ⟨𝛿n2⟩1∕2∕N0 = 0.04, the positive slope for f (v) is still clearly seen. Similar results were obtained for the
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Figure 10. (left) The results of a simulation with a beam with vb = 20vt and Δvb = vt . The level of the density
fluctuation, 0.04. The blue line indicates the form of the electron distribution function at time t1 = 106𝜋∕𝜔p and the red
line at t2 = 50 ⋅ 108𝜋∕𝜔p . (right) Examples of the electron velocity distribution functions at the end of the first stage of
the relaxation process. For both f (v) maximum of the ⟨𝛾⟩ is approximately 25 ⋅ 10−9𝜔∕𝜋. Initially, the beams have a
vb = 16vt and a Δvb = 1vt . The blue line corresponds to a simulation with a level of density fluctuations of 0.01; the red
line corresponds to a simulation with a ⟨𝛿n2⟩1∕2∕N0 = 0.04.

plasma with sufficiently higher level of density fluctuations, when Langmuir waves generated by the beam
are assumed to be trapped in density depletions [Ryutov, 1969; Voshchepynets and Krasnoselskikh, 2013].

Hereafter, we refer to the time for the major phase of relaxation, namely, tr , as the characteristic time for the
active stage of the relaxation process. Figure 11 (left) provides tr for beams with different initial vb and Δvb

as a function of the level of density fluctuations. As shown, beams with a relatively large thermal dispersion,
Δvb∕vb >⟨𝛿n2⟩1∕2∕N0, have a time of relaxation that is longer than more narrow beams. For all of these beams,
the characteristic time of relaxation decreases with an increase in ⟨𝛿n2⟩1∕2∕N0. In contrast, for beams that
satisfy the condition Δvb∕vb < ⟨𝛿n2⟩1∕2∕N0, tr is longer in a plasma with a higher level of density fluctuations.

The characteristic often used to describe beam plasma interaction is the length of beam relaxation. To eval-
uate a characteristic spatial scale for the relaxation process rs, we first calculate the averaged velocity of the
beam, ⟨v(t)⟩ = ⟨vf (v, t)⟩v , as a function of time. We then estimate rs by integrating the corresponding function

Figure 11. A characteristic time for the relaxation, tr , and a characteristic spatial scale for the relaxation, rs, as a function
of the level of the density fluctuation. Colors and marks correspond to the various initial beam velocities and the
thermal dispersions of the beam (the same as in Figure 7).
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⟨v(t)⟩ over t from 0 to tr . Our results for the beam with nb = 10 m−3 are provided in Figure 11 (right). As clearly
seen, the relaxation scale in the presence of density fluctuations is much larger than for the case of a homo-
geneous plasma. Even for a relatively slow beam with a vb = 10vt , the rs is above 106𝜆D. For faster beams,
with beam velocities larger than 15vt , the relaxation scale can reach values of approximately 107𝜆D for cases
of ⟨𝛿n2⟩1∕2∕N0 > 0.02. However, for all of the cases we considered, the first stage of relaxation finishes on the
scale of the order of the Solar radius.

One should note that the second slow stage of the beam relaxation evolved in quite a similar manner to the
evolution of beams, as suggested by the SGT[Robinson, 1992, 1995]. The distribution functions obtained at
this stage of the beam plasma interaction are very similar to those observed within the solar wind at large
distances from the Sun. One can assume that the complete solution for the famous Sturrock paradox should
account for this two-stage process.

8. Conclusions

In this study, we present a self-consistent probabilistic model for describing the relaxation of an electron
beam in a plasma with random density irregularities. We suppose that the system has several characteristic
scales related to the characteristic scale of density fluctuations. On a scale lower than the characteristic scale
of density fluctuations, wave-particle interaction can be precisely determined for waves with known param-
eters: phase, frequency, and amplitude. However, on scales sufficiently larger than the characteristic scale of
density irregularities, wave and particle dynamics are described by their characteristics averaged over the
velocity space, namely, by the growth/damping rate and by the particle diffusion coefficient. The procedure
of averaging requires knowledge of the probability distribution function of wave phase velocities that can
be determined from the distribution function of density fluctuations. To this end, we performed a statistical
study of density fluctuations, deduced from measurements on board satellites when they were in the solar
wind. Our analysis indicates that on spatial scales of approximately 102𝜆D, the distribution of the fluctuations
obeys a Pearson type II distribution. However, deviations from the normal distribution are rather small. The
closeness of the density fluctuation distributions results in quite similar probability distribution functions for
wave phase velocities. Numerical simulations for the electron beam plasma interaction for both cases of the
Gaussian and non-Gaussian distribution does not lead to any substantial difference. Thus, one can conclude
that the normal distribution of density fluctuations may be used as a good approximation for studies of the
beam relaxation in the solar wind.

Applying a model to the system having parameters relevant to typical solar type III events, we determined
that depending on v2

b∕v2
t and ⟨𝛿n2⟩1∕2∕N0, three different scenarios for the relaxation process can take place:

1. When the level of density fluctuations is sufficiently low, ⟨𝛿n2⟩1∕2∕N0 ≪ v2
t ∕v2

b and beam relaxation and the
excitation of Langmuir waves are developed in a manner similar to that of a homogeneous plasma. Relax-
ation only runs toward lower velocities, and after plateau formation there is no energy transfer to accelerated
particles. The energy of the waves increases in time until it reaches the saturation level, which is typically
above several tens of percent from the initial energy of the beam.

2. ⟨𝛿n2⟩1∕2∕N0 ∼ v2
t ∕v2

b —corresponding to the intermediate regime. The density fluctuations are high enough
to impact the nonlinear dispersion relationship of Langmuir waves and to cause absorption of the waves by
particles from the tail of the electron velocity distribution function. As a result, the energy of waves decays
after reaching a maximum value. The wave decreasing is accompanied by an increase in the number of
energetic particles.

3. ⟨𝛿n2⟩1∕2∕N0 ≫ v2
t ∕v2

b —the presence of density fluctuations strongly slows down beam relaxation. Res-
onant broadening allows a wave generated with a phase velocity, V , to interact resonantly with particles
having velocities vp much larger than V . As a result, the saturation level of the wave energy is significantly
reduced. The energy of waves at the end of relaxation can be 5 times less than the maximum value achieved
during the relaxation process. The energy transfer from slow particles with velocities v<vb to energetic
particles with velocities larger than vb is very effective. The energy transferred to accelerated particles can
reach levels up to 60% of the initial energy of the beam.

Thus, we conclude that even small amplitude density irregularities with spatial scales in the range of
103𝜆D −104𝜆D play an important role in the process of the relaxation of solar energetic beams with beam
velocities larger than 15vt . The results are in a good agreement with results obtained using computer
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simulations in the framework of a Hamiltonian description for beam-plasma interaction in the presence of
random density fluctuations [Krafft et al., 2013, 2015].

Our study revealed very important characteristics for the beam plasma interaction for very energetic beams
with beam velocities above 15vt . For these beams, relaxation takes place in two-stage process. The first stage
has a relatively short duration, with characteristic time, tr , typically below 106𝜋∕𝜔p. The stage is characterized
by an effective energy exchange between Langmuir waves and beam electrons. At the end of the first stage
the system achieves a quasi-stable state. Despite the fact that the electron distribution function preserves a
region with a positive gradient, the averaged growth rate for waves is close to zero; however, it keeps a small
positive value over a very long time period. Even for very fast beams with beam velocities of approximately
20vt , the characteristic spatial scale of the first stage of relaxation is approximately 2 ⋅ 107𝜆D, indicating that
this stage takes place in the solar corona. However, as shown in our simulations, the second stage of relaxation
is at least 1000 times longer. Thus, one can expect that the electron distribution function will have a positive
slope at distances up to several AU. The estimation is rather rough since the Debye length in the solar corona
is much smaller than at 1 AU. Moreover, the level and spectra of density fluctuations are not well known in the
vicinity of the Sun. This two-stage process, incorporated with an effect of reabsorption of the Langmuir waves
by the electrons arriving later, can explain the Sturrock paradox, observations of weak beams and, associated
with them, wave activity at distances from the Sun up to 5 AU. The result also indicates that beams can only
be registered by very capable particle instruments and provides an explanation as to why there are so few
direct observations of the positive slope of the electron distribution function on board satellites [Anderson
et al., 1981; Lin et al., 1981; Fuselier et al., 1985].

Appendix A: Probability Distribution Functions for Density Fluctuations and Wave
Phase Velocities

Using the obtained probability distribution function of the density fluctuations, P𝛿n(𝛿n), one can reconstruct a
probability distribution function for the phase velocity of Langmuir waves on the borders of the subintervals,
PV (V)dV . For this purpose, we use the following single value functional dependence for the plasma frequency
on plasma density:𝜔2

p(𝛿n) = 4𝜋e2(N0+𝛿n)∕m. Thus, a distribution function for the plasma frequencies P𝜔p
(𝜔p)

could be found using a unique relationship: the probability to find plasma frequency less than 𝜔p(N0 + 𝛿n) is
equivalent to probability to find the density fluctuation less than 𝛿n:

P𝜔p
(𝜔p)d𝜔p = P𝛿n(𝛿n(𝜔p))d𝛿n = P𝛿n(𝛿n(𝜔p))

𝜕𝛿n
𝜕𝜔p

d𝜔p.

Then, using the dispersion relationship for Langmuir waves, one can obtain the relationship between the local
plasma frequency and the wave phase velocity, as follows: 𝜔2 = 𝜔2

p(𝛿n)(1 + 3v2
t ∕V2). By taking into account

that the frequency of the wave is constant, the probability distribution function of the phase velocities PV (V)
may be determined in a similar manner, as was done for P𝜔p

(𝜔p):

PV (V)dV = P𝜔p
(𝜔p(V))

𝜕𝜔p

𝜕V
dV.

It is worth reminding that PV (V)dV is the probability of finding a wave with a phase velocity equal to V at one
of the edges of the subinterval. The probability of finding a wave with a phase velocity equal to some value,
Vi, in some point inside subinterval, P(Vi), consists of two parts: (1) the probability that a phase velocity Vb1 at
one end of the interval is less than Vi − P(Vb1 < Vi), and (2) the probability that at the other end the phase
velocity Vb2 is larger than Vi − P(Vb2 > Vi). Since these events are independent, one can obtain P(Vi) using a
simple multiplication of the probabilities P(Vb1 < Vi) and P(Vb2 > Vi):

P(Vi) = P(Vb1 < Vi) ⋅ P(Vb2 > Vi),

where P(Vb1 < Vi) = ∫ Vi
0 PV (V)dV and P(Vb2 > Vi) = ∫ ∞

Vi
PV (V)dV . By varying Vi one can determine the distri-

bution function P𝜔i
(V). After normalizing P𝜔i

(V) to 1, P𝜔i
(V)dV could be interpreted as the ratio of the number

of subintervals, a, where a wave with a frequency, 𝜔, will have a phase velocity, V , inside the subinterval to the
total number of subintervals on a large (or total) characteristic scale, Lc ≫ a.
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Another important effect to be taken into account is the direction of wave propagation. Inhomogeneities in
the plasma may cause the wave reflection. A wave can be reflected from a region where the plasma frequency
becomes equal to the frequency of wave. The probability of a single reflection can be obtained from the distri-
bution function of the plasma frequency, as follows: Pr(𝜔) = ∫ ∞

𝜔
P𝜔p

(𝜔p)d𝜔p. A generated wave maintains its
initial direction if there is no reflection at all or if there is an even number of reflections. In the limit Lc∕a → ∞,
the total probability that the wave keeps its initial direction after multiple reflections can be estimated as
follows: Pret(𝜔)=1∕(1 + Pr(𝜔)). If the number of reflections is odd, the wave propagates in the direction
opposite the beam and the wave do not resonantly interact with the particles of the beam.
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